
 
 

               
 
 

COMMUNIQUÉ  

FSC launches its new Fintech and Innovation webpage 

 

The Financial Services Commission, Mauritius (“FSC”) is pleased to announce the launch 

of its Fintech and Innovation webpage.  

 

The Fintech and Innovation webpage is a comprehensive resource hub and an additional 

feature on the FSC website designed to meet the diverse needs of the financial services 

and fintech industry. 

 

The FSC invites stakeholders of the financial services sector and the public to consult the 

contents of its Fintech and Innovation webpage to: 

 

1) stay abreast of the new product offerings and emerging trends in the fintech 

ecosystem; 

 

2) gain clarity on the facilities and services offered within the innovative regulatory 

space through the FSC’s Innovation Office and the newly released Regulatory 

Sandbox Guidelines;  

 

 

 

https://www.fscmauritius.org/en/fintech-and-innovation
https://www.fscmauritius.org/media/167529/regulatory-sandbox-guidelines.pdf
https://www.fscmauritius.org/media/167529/regulatory-sandbox-guidelines.pdf
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3) directly access a compendium of all fintech-related regulatory frameworks, 

including relevant links to apply for fintech licences and regulatory sandbox 

authorisations; and 

 

4) explore an array of networking forums (e.g., workshops, webinars and 

presentations) and educational materials (such as the FSC’s Fintech Campus and 

Fintech Lexicon) designed to enhance understanding of fintech and innovation 

concepts. 
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About the FSC Mauritius  
 
The FSC Mauritius is the integrated regulator for the non-banking financial services sector and global business.  

 

The vision of the FSC Mauritius is to be an internationally recognised financial supervisor committed to the 

sustained development of Mauritius as a sound and competitive financial services centre.  

 

In carrying out its mission, the FSC Mauritius aims to promote the development, fairness, efficiency and 

transparency of financial institutions and capital markets in Mauritius; suppress crime and malpractices so as to 

provide protection to members of the public investing in non-banking financial products; and ensure the soundness 

and stability of the financial system in Mauritius. 

mailto:mail@fscmauritius.org
http://www.fscmauritius.org/
https://www.fscmauritius.org/media/167530/fsc-mauritius-fintech-lexicon.pdf

